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Abstract: In the Osaka bay area, where many regional development projects have 
been planed and carried out, and estimates of demand can be dealt with as a problem 
of qualitative response. The inference of demands requires huge expenses to acquire 
the necessary microdata, and it is difficult to acquire the factor information in 
advance. 

The ATIP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) model is 4 decisionrrnaking tool for use 
under indefinite conditions. However, inferring demands can not be dealt with it. Be-
havior of a decision-maker to decide whether to select or not is qualitative in nature. 
This report defines the choice, probability model both for the individual and for a 
group using information entropy, and attempts a. combination with the choice prob-
abilityrnodel. The results show:that the-ARP can be a tool for inferring simply factor 
information in advance for the choice probability model. 

Introduction 
. 

In the Osaka bay, where many regional developmeni,projects have, been conceptual-
ized, planned and carried out in order to provide firrietiOrld `Stiitable for Global Metropolis, 
such as a comfortable residential environment and other excellent facilities. And the 
infrastructures such as water service coral:inn:if-cation liiie‘and energy supply institution 
need to be consolidated. 

However, the utility demands and the institutiOn4emands in the development proj-
ects are too opaque to set the institution capacity usink ,4,statistical technique and. a com-
puting technique, the inference of demands in thede projeCts hartb almost depend on 
experience and intuition of the participants. Consider4b1b rnicrodata need to be collected 
to infer demands, but there are little amounts about the qualitative and quantitative data. 
In consequence the model frequently remains to the model within the limit of minimum 
data that be collected. This is the reason why both an analytic tool for inference of de-
mands and an approach way have not been establisherlsinithe regional development proj-
ects. Therefore it is necessary to infer proper utilization populations in development proj-
ects in order to evade overestimation or underestimation of the institutions. 

Acknowledgments: The authors wish to thank Mr.Shigeo YAMAMOTO, Mr.Toshimi 
MUNEHIRA and Mr.Haruo KINOSHITA for many invaluable discussions. 
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By the way we need to take into consideration that the economic subjective person 
such as a consumer and a enterprise are rational in the sense that they give priority to 
their perceived utility subject to constraints. The AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process; ABP), 
also a simple tool for multipurpose decision making, has been developed, gives the relative 
comparison of demands by positing with an expression of the utility ratio. 

However the AHP has not mentioned to the choice probability. In this report, the re-
lation between the choice probability model that is representative in qualitative response 
models and the AHP model is discussed through intermediate information entropy. And 
relating the AHP with the choice probability model is confirmed on the basis of the appli-
cation. 

1. Characteristics of regional development projects and a frame of 
a valuation research 

1-1 Characteristics of regional development projects in the Osaka bay area 
The Osaka bay area is the coastal area including the following zones: Kobe, Osaka, 

Awaji Island and a part of Tokushima prefecture. It has 290k ng. area whose 30% is re-
claimed ground and had about 144 tenkthousand population in 1985. This area has played 
an important role in the industry-economy as a prominent heavy and chemical industrial 
zone after 1900 in Japan, while after an oil shock the industrial structural revolution 
causes a reduction of population, the efflux of industrial installations and the increasing 
of the idle grounds. 

However, with the Construction of Kansai international airport, many development 
projects are concentrated around Osaka bay to call for expanding and updating harbor 
and industrial facilities, building new facilities to enhance daily living such as - pleasant 
parks Mid areas for international exchanges - and rejuvenating multipurpose areas to 
enhance otiportunitiestr 'citativitk and socialinteraetian. 

.A total of 103 projects, iivhaSe totalcOst wasjestimated to amount to120 billion U.S.$, 
is being coneeptualiied, planned end bathed out. Amon* thenahere are 25 projects which 
posseaees an enterpriaiicale more. than onet'billMir1.1,.S:$.'And the amtieement type is 
charadteristie§ of the Objecte. (in 19947Cepterfor imidatrigtenovation' of Kansail. - 

The model that these projects eamPiedict.anecese-failitte is therefore necessary. This 
research is investigated in regard to the amusement type of projects. 
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Fig.1 Characteristics of regional development projects 
in the Osaka bay area 

1-2 A frame of the valuation 
Inferring demands in projects; is related.to choice behavior of the individual. The 
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AMP model can be applied as the technique with which is valued by a decision maker such 
as a consumer and a enterprise. 

Suppose that a decision maker gains any information, from m pieces of the develop-
ment projects, which is related with the condition of an location (traffic advantage), an 
admission fee, and so on, with regard to the project, and the priorities are accounted on 
the basis of information. 

In the AHP model, criteria are compared in pairs with respect to their relative 
weight on a property they share in common. When the value ai, is assigned in comparing 
the criterion i with the criterion j, the reciprocal value is assigned to 4=1/ aji. We shall 
denote 22 criteria by A=(a) and their weights by Vt =- (Vi V2 V3  Vn). 

The weight vector Vt can be calculated from the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix A. 
It appears that the decision maker should not order the relative weight prior to mak-

ing the pairwise comparisons, as the relations between criteria may become complicated. 

an • •- au • •• \ 1v1\ 
• • • : • •• 

an au 
• • • i - • • i 

=2 (A-21)V=0 (1) 

orni \yr" \v„ 
CI=(2..--10/(n—I) is used as a measure of the consistency or reliability of judgments. 

However, this method is only applied to evaluate the each priority of the projects. 
Therefore it is necessary that the AILP model is developed with a choice probability model 
to estimate the utilization population in the development projects. By the way the priority 
by the ARP model is often made with grouped persons and the observed data we can 
obtain is the grouped one with respect to the choice probability. Then let us attempt a 
combination with the choice probability mode and assume the following frame. 

(1) What is the relationship between the AHP model and the choice probability model 
when an individual person selects only one project from m pieces of the develop-
ment projects? 

(2) What is the relationship between the AB? model and the choice probability model 
when a grouped persons select only one project from m pieces of the development 
projects? 

The choice probability model is regression model in which dependent variables take 
place discrete values. So let us discuss the choice probability model by information en-
tropy. 

2. Theoretical equation concerning the combination 

2-1 Choice probability denoted for the individual by information entropy 
Now we will deal with choice behavior of a decision maker in order to infer the de-

mands in regional development projects. Suppose to select only one project out of m pieces 
of the regional development projects. Let us introduce the choice probability Pi in the case 
where the person chooses [project. The utility value of [project for the person is denoted 
by V. 

+ P2 1— • • • • - +Pi + = 1 (2) 
Though we do not know which project the person selects, the informational amount 

received from [project is defined as from information theory when [project is 
chosen practically. Here a unit of the informational amount is essentially same in base of 
logarithm of either 2 or e. In other words, the informational amount in advance concern-
ing 
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the selection of the mean uncertainty which project is to select. Therefore, the choice 
probability can be thought as a problem of giving and receiving the amount of information 
which is described using information entropy. When the decision maker chooses .1-project, 
the amount of information for decision making is shown as follows, using the informa-
tional entropy theory of Shannon. 

H = -Z logPi (3) 

If the choice probabilities are ordered in advance, the decision maker will choose 
such a project as the expected utility value becomes maximum However, there is no 
information concerning either the utility value or the choice probability. For example, if 
the decision maker repeats to choose i-project for one time, j -project for two time and so on, 
he or she will choose such a project as the utility value becomes maximum. That is, it 
can be thought to perform the selection which makes the expected utility maximum 
through many kinds of combination of the alternatives. And it is observed from the out-
side, a series of choosing process is grasped with combination of the system which changes 
the mean of the expected utility value to maximization. Let us denote the mean of the 
expected utility value for the person as E. 

The variation E of the mean of the expected utility value amounts to the maximum 
value that the choice probability Pi takes numerical value of arbitrary positive and is 
shown as follows. 

= E V i8Pi = 0 
tni 

When self-entropy is maximum, that is, all combination are thought about, the 
variation of Eq. (3) is shown as follows, because it may be thought that decision making is 
performed. 

(4) 

= -8(± Pi logPi)= ( logPi +1)5131 = 0 (5) 

From Eq. (.2) the following equation is obtained. 
813, = 0 (6) 

1.1 

The choice probability Pi is not independent and follows to from Eq. (2) to Eq.( 6) , Eq. 
(4) and Eq. (6) are multiplied respectively by undetermined coefficient a and , and 
added to Eq. (5), the following equation is obtained. 

(-lee; + a + V; ) 6P1 =0 (7) 

Since the variations in 6Pi can occur independently- (Appendix 1) and need not to be 
zero, consequently, to satisfy the above equation each term in summation must be zero as 
follows. 

logfi = a ± fiM (8) 
It is realistic to think that in this case the choice probability also is bigger as the 

utility value gained from projects is bigger, and the undetermined coefficient 3 has to be 
positive. Even though Eq. (4) is divided by 13, the result of Eq. (8) does not change. 
Therefore the coefficient 13 can be set as =1. It follows that 

-  expVi  . (9) 

ZexpVi
i=1 

Eq. (9) yields the same form as the called Logit model, it will be defined as the indi-
vidual Logit model. Hence, this model shall be defined as the choice probability model in 
convenience in this paper to be dealt with choice behavior of the individuaL 

2-2 Basic equation of the combination for the individual 
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In the choice probability model, the simplest utility function is represented by the 
characteristic value Zrj concerning the project /with the content j, the form is as follows. 

(10) 
ui=EA; 

J=i 
On the other hand, the evaluated values by the AHP also seems the subjective val-

ues concerning a degree of satisfaction. P. Nijkamp has showed the simplest function by 
using the weight denoted A and project properties 0.) ij. 

krf =Ai con +22012±—=Dicek; 

Then the measured values which are normalized the AHP values are shown as fol-
lows. 

Vi
E fri 

But, according to the theory by Luce, the probability of choosing i-project from the proj-
ects is shown as follows. 

Ft 

E 

(12) 

(13) 

1., 
Therefore, when Wi = u: is related, the normaliyed estimations by the AHP amounts 

to the choice probability of choosing i-project. In fact in the AR?, the individual and sev-
eral participants make the pairwise comparison following prepared categories, for exam-
ple ,"equal importance ", "moderate importance ", "essential or strong importance" and 
so on. Because a judgment is not uniform, it is natural that this judgment should amount 
to a probability variable. It has not been defined in terms of u that Luce showed. If the 
logarithmic transformation Hi . log u is applied, the relation between the Luce model 
and the Logit model for the individual can be shown formally. However, we can not ex-
press a standard or cardinal point in the utility value in Eq.(11). Moreover, when the 
psychophysical rule of Weber-Fechner is only allowed on a relation between amount of 
sensation and the physical quantities, but, both utilities of the choice probability model 
and the AHP model are qualitative one which have no validity. Then, we let to show a 
utility function of the individual Logit model, using the choice probability of the AMP from 
Eq. (12). Let us investigate the relationship between IT and vi , then ER =IL *vi (vi*0 
i=1,2, • •, m) is obtained. Both the utility value of the AIIP model and the choice probabil-
ity Logit model can be expressed by the same parameters, that is Ui = e =Avi. Then 
the choice probability of the AMP is related to the utility of the choice probability model as 
follows. 

-vi .0 
2-3

eicpkv 

Basic equation of the combination for the group 
It seems that the choice probability model of the individual can be applied to that of 

the group, it is not clear. Now let us clarify the rationality. Now suppose that there are N 
decision makers and m choice objects of the regional development projects. Let us intro-
duce the choice probability Pik in the case where k-th person chooses i-project. The utility 
value of i-project for k-th person is denoted by Vi.x. 

Then according to Appendix 1 and Appendix 2, we can derive the same equation con-
cerning choice probability between the individual and the group. Moreover the grouped 
expected utility Ui is necessary to satisfy Ui= Vik for every person, its utility function is 
the same as that is formed in an individual one. Hence this choice probability model will 
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be defined as the grouped Logit model. 

3. Approximate solution 

3-1 Generation of random numbers 
The estimated values by the AHP for m pieces of object projects should fill the follow-

ing equation. 
+v2+---=1 0 < vi < 1 (15) 

Random utility ratios to satisfy the above equation are calculated, using the method 
of linear congruence, of which parameters are adopted by values of Ohkoma. And the 
method of linear congruence can be regarded as random numbers in practical use. 

Rn= ( a x Rn.1 + C ) MODE m (16) 
In addition, when number of object projects m become increasing, the periodicity of 

random numbers occurs. So the other linear congruence with the independent parameter 
that differs is used in order to evade it. Then the relation between the objective function 
and the variable is as follows. 

Q=MnE(exP —v2)2 (17) ea, 

3-2 Approximate solution 
In the above equation the coefficient k is calculated as the approximate solution. The 

project numbers m, vrnax, \Train (which is maximum or minimum value in vi) and a standard 
deviation a ,are obtained from the analysis of the ABP, and these variables are approxi-
mated with a logarithmic regression equation, assuming the exponential function 
within the range of project numbers 3 to 20. 

The result of regression analysis is shown in Table 1, the following relationship is 
obtained under the condition that the coefficient of determination is 0.989630. 

k =2.72536 1110•600832 a 0.6720268 v 1.191172 v • 0.0047912 (18) 
However the accuracy concerning \Train is still worse, we can not turn down it for the 

reason why t-value is better than tk-2 may be taken in the case of a social phenomenon 
and the non-liner equation is approximated with a liner regression. 

Table 1. Result of regression analysis 

Coefficient Deviation t -Value 
m 0.500832 0. 016793 29. 823930 
a 0. 672068 0. 031914. 21. 057295 

Vmax -1. 191172 0. 027435 -43. 418280 
Vein 0. 004792 0. 002799 1. 711546 

Intercept 1. 002602 0. 026403 37. 973527 
Coefficient of 
Determination 0. 989630
Sample Number 180 

4. Result of the combination of the choice probability model 
with the AHP model 

4-1 Valuation of demands analysis by the AHP model 

4- 1- 1 Hierarchy for choosing project 
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Inference of utilization population is basic quantity in institution capacities of devel-
opment projects. Let us decompose the valuation into a hierarchy which provides an 
overall view of the complex relationships in the situation, and which permits the decision 
maker to assess whether he or she is comparing issues of the same order of magnitude in 

Level 1: 
Forcus 

Level 2: 
Criteria 

Level 3: 
Alternatives 

Criterion 4 I 

Fig.2. Hierarchy for choosing project 

weight or impact on the solution. 
On making the hierarchy, the elements should be clustered into four homogeneous 

groups so they can be meaningfully compared to elements in the next higher leveL The 
only restriction on the hierarchic arrangement of elements is that any element in one 
level, which must be capable of being related to some elements in the next higher level, 
which serves as a criterion for assessing the relative impact of elethents in the level below. 

Finally, we can define the focus as level 1, criteria as level 2 and projects as level 3. 

412 AHP analysis 
The AHP should be ap-

plied to the valuation at the 
visitors to the amusement 
institutions. Four parameters 
have been gained from the 
individual Logit model by trial 
and error, that is, existence of 
an aquarium, existence of a 
restaurant, an admission fee 
and a traffic distance. The 
ratio is calculated to the exist-
ing institution based on these 
parameters. 

The search of time to a station is estimated from the shortest course by train by the 
method of Warshall-Floyd for each person. Only an admission fee is denoted by yen, and 
the other parameter is denoted by alternative 1 or 0, whether it is existed or not. In addi-
tion, in order to evade influence by a difference of size of the absolute value, we should 
define Ski of which eij is divided by the largest evaluation value elM8X with respect to i. 

Table 2.Pairwise Comparison 

T F R A. Eigen vector 

Traffic Time 01 1 4 4 1/4 0.23383 

Admission Fee (F) 1/4 1 3 1/6 0:09774 

Restaurant (R) 1/4 1/3 1 1/9 0.05018 

Aquarium (A) 4 6 9 1 0.61846 
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It is useful for valuing a complicated problem to utilize a questionnaire and a brain-
storming in order to collect lots of opinions, and the latter is adopted in this research. 

Table 3. Calculative results 

Project Observed 
Value 

Estimated 
Value T F R A 

1 A Land 0.1339 0.0640 0.784 0.333 1 0 
2 B Park O. 0681 0. 0620 0. 776 0. 267 1 0 
3 C Land 0.0660 0.0617 1 0.233 0 0 
4 D Park 0.0489 0. 0627 0. 733 0.400 1 0 
5 E Land 0.0684 0.0611 0.733 0.333 1 0 
6 F Park 0.0144 0.0328 0.299 0.167 1 0 
7 G Park 0.0181 0.0400 0.496 0.000 1 0 
8 H Park 0. 0311 0.0336 0.383 0.000 1 0 
9 I Land O. 0299 0. 0486 0. 525 0. 300 1 0 

10 J Park 0.0506 0.0504 0.264 1.000 1 0 
11 K Land 0.0527 0. 0570 0. 437 0. 867 1 0 
12 L Park 0. 0390 0.0554 0. 548 0. 533 1 0 
13 M Park 0.0506 0.0733 0.935 0.367 1 0 
14 N Park 0.0303 0.0500 0.604 0.167 1 0 
15 0 Park 0.0053 0.0199 0.284 0.167 0 0 
16 P Aquarium 0.2929 0. 2275 0.915 0.650 1 1 

4-2 Combination result 
Now let us verify the combination result of the Logit model with the ABP. Relation-

ship between the utility ratio vi by the AHP and real data Xi about all projects is shown in 
Fig.3. Based on the evaluated values by the AHP, the coefficients for 16 amusement 
institutions, m =16 , Vmax=0.2275, Vmin=0.0199 and a =0.0447, are substituted for 
Eq.(18), k=7.74785 is obtained. Using Ui =kvi and Eq.(13), the probability of the grouped 
Logit model is calculated. The calculated values are in excellent The calculated values are 
in excellent agreement with the real data on a straight line of 45°. On the diagonal the 
parameter k yields that the probability 
of the Logit model is equal to that of 0. 30 
the AHP model. 

By the way the revised value is (0' O. 25 illustrated in order to compare with 
the original value of the AHP. The 
revised value is indicated by the inter- -4  0.20 
dependence weights using the way of 0 
the inner dependence. However, the :TR 0.15 
interdependence intensities which 
affect the number of visitors are given 0.10 
in a little over 20%, admission fee 6%, 
restaurant 7%, and aquarium a little 0 

., 005 over 604 , these values are almost 
same as the original values of the 
ABP. 0.00 

The AHP can be utilized to make 
an evaluation, whenever it is difficult 
that a decision maker sets priorities, 
or whenever no data is sufficient. In Fig.3 Relationship between AHP and 
that case, though there are many pa 

o Revised value 
...Calculated Value 
m Observed Value 

0.00 
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rameters to be selected, minor parameters is able to be selected by judgments of plural 
people. This implys that utility values by the AHP can be utilized in a parameter search in 
the choice probability of the group. 

5. Conclusion 

It is necessary to infer utilization populations in development projects under in-
definite conditions in order to avoid overestimation or underestimation of the institutions, 
then the Logit model which is a typical QR model is a powerful tool for inferring. However, 
the Logit model can provide a relationship between cause and effect, it is required huge 
expenses to acquire the necessary microdata, and it is difficult to acquire the factor pa-
rameters in advance. 

This paper describes the relation between the Logit model (including the individual 
Logit and the grouped Logit) and the AMP model which remains in an expression of utility 
ratio formerly, and the following properties become clear. 

(1) The method of information entropy shows that the grouped Logit model becomes 
the same form as the individual Logit model. Further, it is also clear that the utility 
function of the AMP is the same form as that of the grouped Logit. 

(2) When the utility function is linear, the coefficient k related to the utility function of 
the grouped Logit model is as follows. 

k =2.72536 mo.cons1x9 0.6720268 v mak —1.191172 v • 0.0047912 

(3) When factor information does not become clear, or when multitudinous information 
factors are anticipated, it is hard to presume the information factor within only the 
Logit model because of worse convergence of a non- linear function. Therefore the 
AMP can be a tool to infer simply information factor in advance for the Logit model. 

(4) The Logit model is required huge expenses to acquire the necessary microdata, and 
it is desired to the convenient method in view of expenses twin effect. In that case, it is 
also found that a way of group decision making by n brainstorming is appropriate. 

It is regarded useful in a technological examination to a sensory field a demand 
forecast and so on clear to be able to utilize the AB? as the way factor information of the 
Logit model and an expected result are presumed in advance. 

Appendix 1 

Let us rewrite Eq. (4), Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) respectively. 
SE k = E v,kspi, = 0 (A-1) 

51I k = -E(logPik + 1)5Pik = 0 (A-2) 

81Dik = 0 (A-3) 

Eq. (A- 1) and Eq. (A- 3) are multiplied respectively by undetermined coefficient a and fi , 
and added to Eq. (A-2), the following equation is obtained automatically. 

E(— logPik + a ± Vik ) 6 P ik = 0 (where a = 1+ aw) 

The 6lik are not independent variables, that is, number of m-/ are independent and 
only one is dependent. Let us define ORk as the dependent variable, the following equa-
tion is obtained from Eq. (A-3). 

SP mk = w5) 
t.i 

By substituting Eq.(A- 5) to Eq. (A-4) the following equation is obtained. 
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E (—IngPik±a+BV,i, ) OPil, =E1 Soft+ o+13M, ) — (—logP„k+a-1. )61/Ek ) ak (A-6) 

Since the a in the right term in Eq. (A- 6) are independent, each term in summation at 
the right-hand must be zero. Consequently, —Me& + a + 13\1,k = constant is obtained. 
Since a is constant multiplier, — logPik -1-a±f3Vik -= 0 can be obtained. Namely, the 

can be considered as independent variables 

Appendix 2 

A clear way of the choice probabilities of the grouped persons has not been estab-
lished in the Logit model. We can use basic idea that the choice probability may be 
grasped with the amount of information. 

The summation of amount of information concerning preference of the projects is 
represented by certain amount of information from all decision makers. From Eq.(9) the 
following equation obtained to the case of i-project. 

(PiklogPa) (1/N) =----Xi log3C; (A7) 
k=1 

We can calculate Xi with Eq.(A- 7) which is non-linear equation and is needed to 
convergent calculation by the individual choice probability. By Taylor's series method, 

zo 

= / ME P ik is obtained. Substituting it to Eq. (11), =ivy & —Ui)=0 is also ob-
k=1 k=1 1=1 

tamed. It is necessary to satisfy Ui = Vik for every Pik, the utility function is the same as 
that is formed in an individual one. 

This method shall be defined as the entropy one. Moreover this method gives the same 
result of the method of arithmetical mean approximately. 
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